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ABSTRACT

Social systems and applications often rely on message
triggers to promote, remind and even persuade people to
perform certain actions. However, repeated exposure to
these triggers can lead to boredom, annoyance and
decreased engagement. While existing research suggests
that diversification of trigger contents may mitigate these
issues, no systematic way of introducing it has been
proposed. This paper proposes two message diversification
strategies based on the use of cognitive spaces: 1) targetdiverse – using concepts cognitively close to the targeted
action; and 2) self-diverse – using concepts cognitively
close to the message’s recipient. Through a controlled
experiment we found that the self-diverse strategy reduces
annoyance and boredom from repeated exposure and that
both strategies increase perceived informativeness and
helpfulness of the triggers. In a subsequent 2-week long
field deployment focused on assessing the effects of the
self-diverse strategy, we found that this strategy results in
higher activity completion through supporting awareness,
providing more information, and making the triggers more
personally relevant. These diverse triggers are perceived as
motivators rather than simple reminders. We conclude with
insights on how to design and generate diverse messages.
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INTRODUCTION

Increasingly, technologies-mediated motivators are being
used to influence positive behaviors from users, such as
nudging users to exercise [14,51], conserve energy [1], or to
be civically engaged [42]. These types of nudges can be
especially critical in the CSCW and social computing
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context, where users’ participation and continued
contributions are critical [47,58]. These systems need to
attract users to generate contents (e.g. movie reviews [12]),
contribute opinions (e.g. Yelp ratings [43]) and even
provide financial support (e.g. Wikipedia donations [3]).
Message-based triggers have been one of the most
commonly used approaches for encouraging such
participation and sustained involvement [40]. Triggers [22],
or cues to action [24] help promote, remind, and even
persuade individuals to perform the desired actions. A
growing number of behavior change applications have also
begun to adopt and apply triggers into their designs. This
includes an alarm reminding you to take a break from
sitting too long [46], a short message reminding you to eat
more fruits and vegetables [55], or a text based intervention
for triggering cancer screening visit [8].
However, designing effective triggers is hard [14,22]. One
critical problem is that repeated exposure to these triggers is
often needed [14]. This is because many of the desired
actions from users require continued support and reminders
over a period of time to sustain behaviors and participation
[22]. However, much prior work has found that such
repetitions can lead to annoyance and boredom [10,54],
result in purposeful avoidance [28], contents blindness [31]
and, in extreme cases, even lower motivation [48] and
cause reactance [15].
One proposed solution to help reduce some of the negative
effects of overexposure, based on research in advertising, is
to increase the diversity of messages [45]. Instead of getting
the same messages, e.g., in a social media health campaign,
“exercising is good for you” repeatedly, different messages
may be used over time. But, while this concept works in
theory, applying it to practice is not simple. How might
designers diversify the messages in a systematic manner?
How can they actually generate these diverse messages?
Some recent work have shown the feasibility and added
value of using crowds for generating motivational contents
[13,57]. We therefore want to explore how we can leverage
computational and crowd-based approaches to accomplish
message generation in an effective and low-cost manner.
In this work, we aim to explore solutions to address these
challenges. Using the concept of cognitive spaces from the
domain of persuasion [20], we proposed two strategies that

Figure 1 - A non-diverse (baseline) and two diverse strategies as depicted in the cognitive space: A) Non-diverse – messages
connect self and exercising, B) Target-diverse – messages connect concepts cognitively close to target (e.g. different types of
exercising) and self, C) Self-diverse – messages connect concepts cognitively close to self (e.g. motivations) with exercising.

can be used to systematically structure the generation of
diverse messages. One is the target-diverse strategy, in
which diverse messages can be generated using alternative
concepts cognitively close to the targeted behavior (e.g., for
exercising: strength training, aerobics, fitness). Another is
the self-diverse strategy, in which diverse messages can be
generated using alternative concepts cognitively close to the
message's recipient (e.g., benefits people care about or
values they hold, such as relaxation, stress reduction,
physical appearance and benevolence) (Figure 1).
To test our strategies, we conducted two studies. In a
controlled online experiment with 122 participants, we
found that both strategies, when compared to a baseline,
non-diverse message condition, can improve the perceived
helpfulness and informativeness of the message triggers,
and that the self-diverse strategy helps minimize annoyance
and boredom, mitigating the negative effects of repeated
exposure. To further assess the effects of our self-diverse
strategy, we conducted a 2-week long field experiment with
28 participants, where participants received 4 message
triggers daily asking them to perform one of 4 physical
activities. We found that compared to the baseline nondiverse condition, the self-diverse messages resulted in
higher exercise completion. Post-study interviews further
uncover the strengths of the diverse messages (e.g., they
increase attention, provide additional information and
enable personally relevant elaboration). The interviews also
suggest challenges and future opportunities for generating
diverse messages using our proposed strategies.
Our work contributes to the research and design of message
triggers in three ways: 1) we show the effectiveness of
using two cognitive space modeling based strategies for
generating diverse messages that mitigate the negative
effects of repeated exposure, 2) we demonstrate a number
of processes, using computational and crowd-based
approaches, to generate message triggers, 3) we offer
guidelines and highlight opportunities, based on our
experiences and qualitative feedback, to design more
effective message triggers.

REPEATED EXPOSURE AND DIVERSIFICATION

Research on the effects of repeated exposure to persuasive
contents suggests an existence of an inverted-U relationship
between exposure and liking [5]. Findings suggest this
relationship exists due to two opposing psychological
processes: positive habituation (a reduction in uncertainty
or conflict) and tedium. The relative strength of each varies
as a function of exposure to stimulus. With limited
exposure, positive habituation has greater impact than
tedium, resulting in liking and minimizing negative
responses to the novel stimulus. With repeated exposure,
tedium increases leading to negative perceptions and
reactions to the stimulus. Simple and homogeneous
stimulus (e.g., short, similar messages) as well as high
exposure, accelerate the appearance of tedium [27].
Tedium has generally been assessed using annoyance and
boredom as measures [10]. But more recent research on
short text messages to promote general health [15],
smoking cessation [41] and daily physical activity [51],
have also indicated the importance of messages being
informative and helpful in order to counter tedium.
Therefore, in this work to evaluate the quality of our
messages we focus on measuring informativeness and
helpfulness in addition to annoyance, and boredom.
Mobile message-based triggers in personal informatics

A recent overview of mobile technologies for health &
wellness applications [14], emphasizes the value of
notifications to sustain behavior and retain users. It also
points to the “profound difficulty” of properly designing
notifications to make them work for long-term and avoid
“alert fatigue”. Another review [21], focuses specifically on
the use of SMS mobile messaging for delivering behavior
change interventions. Authors report high effectiveness of
SMS interventions, but point out the lack of systematic
investigations of specific SMS design characteristics and
their impact on aspects of participants’ engagement and
retention, which authors consider to be a critical factor for
successful behavior change. Finally, another recent review
[29] focuses on the effectiveness of text messaging for
health interventions in general. This review, while

confirming the exposure frequency as important for
effectiveness of behavior change interventions, emphasizes
the need for researchers to focus more on theories that
inform message effects and investigate the relationship
between message characteristics and repeated exposure.
We believe that our work on systematic design of diverse
messages for mitigating the negative effects of repeated
exposure addresses this important gap in research and
design knowledge.
Message diversification

To counteract the problems that arise from repeated
exposure, one solution that has been proposed and studied
is the use of diverse messages. In controlled experiments,
diversification was shown to reduce tedium from repeated
exposure [27,48], however, the messages used were
developed manually by researchers, on a study-by-study
basis. There was no process for generating diverse
messages in a structured and well-defined way [16,35].
This limitation creates a major barrier for practitioners
hoping to generate diverse messages. How might they
generate message triggers that are focused around the same
topic, but at the same time, diverse?
Research on cognitive structures and persuasion suggests a
potential solution. Cognitive structures suggest that our
attitudes and beliefs are stored in memory and are
interconnected [56]. Activating one element of such
structure may also retrieve associated attitudes and beliefs
[56]. The distances between concepts define their
relatedness [20]. This model has been used for
understanding the persuasion process and the design of
persuasive messages [6,35]. If the self-referent term (e.g.,
me) is close to a behavior concept (e.g., exercising), then an
intention to exercise is likely. Messages connecting two or
more cognitive concepts can act like forces that bring these
concepts closer together. For example, to get people to
exercise more, we could use a message such as “exercising
is good for you.” or “exercising can help you,” bringing
the concept of exercising closer to the “self.” This is often
the most basic form of messages used as current behavior
change triggers (e.g., X is good for you) [46,59]. We also
used this type of messages in our baseline, non-diverse
condition (Figure 1. A).
Because all concepts in the space are interconnected, the
pulls and pushes between any two individual concepts
would propagate to other concepts in the space, much like
the gravity of planets (one of the prevalent models of this
cognitive space is aptly named Galileo Theory [20]). This
property of cognitive space suggests opportunities for
design of multiple diverse persuasive messages. Instead of
repeating the same messages using the same concepts (e.g.,
exercising and you), we may construct diverse messages
using related concepts that are close to the target (exercise)
or self (you). Specifically, we propose two such strategies:
self-diverse and target-diverse.

Target-diverse strategy

Our proposed target-diverse strategy relies on the use of
concepts close to the target concept (e.g. “exercising”) in
cognitive space. Based on the properties of cognitive space,
by connecting concepts related to exercise (e.g., strength
training) to “self” in a message, we can indirectly affect
attitude towards “exercising” (Figure 1. B).
Self-diverse strategy

Our second proposed strategy, self-diverse, relies on using
different concepts close to “self” for generating the diverse
messages. By connecting the concept of “exercising” with
concepts that are close to self (those that people care about,
e.g., stress reduction) in a message, we can again indirectly
pull the target concept to self (Figure 1. C). Thus our first
research question is:
RQ1. Can we use cognitive structures to generate diverse
message triggers that reduce the negative effects of repeated
exposure?
When applying these strategies in practice, we would also
need processes and guidelines in generating the actual
messages. Researchers and practitioners may be able to use
our strategies to help brainstorm related concepts to use in
their messages, but the cognitive spaces can be infinitely
large (with concepts directly and indirectly related to the
targeted behavior and self). With the rise of tools to assess
semantic relatedness between concepts [18], as well as the
use of crowds [13,57], can we use computing to support the
generation of these messages? In addition, with the
potential of work done by crowd of people, what is an
effective workflow to utilize the crowd to generate diverse
message triggers? Thus, another critical part of our research
explores potential processes to facilitate the generation of
the actual messages.
RQ2. How should we generate target and self- diverse
message triggers?
STUDY 1 – CONTROLLED LAB EXPERIMENT

In this first study, our goal was to test if our strategies can
mitigate the negative responses from repeated exposure.
Following the best practices of invoking the repeated
exposure effects in the lab [33,38,48], we designed a
between subjects study, with three conditions: targetdiverse, self-diverse and the baseline non-diverse.
Participants were told that they will be asked to evaluate a
draft of an informational website about health and nutrition.
They were asked to read the content carefully as they will
be asked questions about it at the end of the study. They
were then shown a series of 4 web pages. Each web page
contained health and nutrition information (100-150 words)
and an associated image (e.g., presenting people running or
eating healthy). We used the actual content from a
university’s student health services’ webpage.
On each of the 4 pages the participants were shown 1 health
tip consisting of an image (always the same for each

message and condition) and a pop-up text message trigger
(Figure 2). In both the self- and target-diverse conditions,
participants saw four different messages, one on every
page. Each message connected different pair of concepts.
Whereas in the baseline, non-diverse condition participants
saw four messages always connecting the same pair of
concepts, i.e. “Exercising can help you”, “Exercising is
good for you”. Prior research shows that four messages in
controlled study represent a sufficiently high repetition
frequency for tedium to occur [48]. To protect against
possible ordering effect, we counterbalanced the message
order (for the manipulation conditions).
At the end participants received a survey about the triggers
they just saw, including reactance and attention check
questions and questions about the attitude and intention to
exercise from Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) [2].

achieve high correlation with manual human relatedness
ratings [39]. Such manual relatedness ratings are the basis
for building the cognitive structures and therefore use of
automated SR score offers an efficient alternative.
The self-diverse strategies require a set of concepts related
to the self. Our approach was to consider concepts that
individuals care about (which are by definition close to
self). To do so, we turned to prior literature on exercising
[17], and identified 8 key motivations people have reported
for exercising: “stress reduction", "physical appearance",
"increased vigor", "relaxation", "health", "fitness",
"pleasure", "self-esteem."
Then, we narrowed down the set of concepts to be used in
developing our messages through a concept selection step.
We validated these concepts’ spatial closeness by creating a
cognitive space, following the procedure described in [36].
We recruited 159 Amazon Mechanical Turk workers (49%
female) with median age range of 24-35 years, where
45.5% reported that they exercise regularly. Each received
$0.50 for evaluating the cognitive distances between 20
randomly selected pairs of concepts, given as an example a
distance between “fit” and “obese” as 100.
Generation step

Target-diverse

Self-diverse

1. Concept
generation

Semanticrelatedness
(WikiBrain)

Past literature
(exercising
motivations)

2. Concept
selection

Distances in the cognitive space
(crowd based assessment)

3. Message
generation

Fixed message templates
(4 templates, 8 diverse messages)

Table 1. Message generation process used in the lab study.
Figure 2. Screenshot of the webpage used in the lab study with
a pop-up text message triggers.
Message Trigger Generation

In this study, our trigger generation process involved three
steps: concept generation, concept selection and message
generation (Table 1). In the first step, “concept generation”,
we employed two different approaches to generate a list of
concepts to be used in target- and self- diverse strategies.
The target-diverse strategies require a set of concepts
related to the target behavior, exercising. We used the
“ensemble” semantic relatedness (SR) measure available in
WikiBrain to find an initial list of 8 concepts closest to
“exercising” in terms of SR measure: "weight training",
"jogging", "stretching", "strength training", "running",
"walking", "aerobics", "body building”. WikiBrain is one
of the leading SR frameworks based on mining Wikipedia’s
text and link structure [52]. This structure represents a
shared knowledge of human contributors and curators,
which allows the SR measure provided by WikiBrain to

Based on the distances between concepts in generated
space, we selected the concepts to be used in the messages.
For target-diverse strategy 3 concepts closest to
“exercising”: “stretching”, “strength training”, “fitness” and
for self-diverse strategy 3 concepts closest to “self”: “stress
reduction”, “physical appearance” and “self-esteem.”
Condition
Nondiverse

Message text
“Exercising can help you. Latest research
has confirmed many of the anticipated
benefits of exercising.”

Selfdiverse

“Exercising can help with improving selfesteem. Latest research has confirmed
many of the anticipated benefits of
improved self-esteem.”

Targetdiverse

“Strength training can help you. Latest
research has confirmed many of the
anticipated benefits of strength training.”

Table 2. Example messages used in the lab study. Parts of the
messages that changed are made bold for better visibility.

Finally, in the “message generation” step, we created four
generic message trigger templates, and swapped in the
concepts respective to the strategy used (see Table 2 for
example messages with concepts for each strategy). These
messages were designed to be simple and similar to
minimize any differences in their actual persuasiveness.

Results

Hypotheses

Our proposed strategies make use of the related cognitive
concepts for systematic message diversification. These
diverse messages should not be less effective as behavior
change triggers as they do not undermine the persuasive
nature of the messages; the diverse concepts should still
(indirectly) pull the behavior target closer to self. The
diversity, however, should help minimize boredom and
annoyance [27]. Additionally, research has suggested that
message novelty may lead to higher perceived
informativeness and helpfulness [15,54], which further
helps to offset the negative effects of repeated exposure:
• H1: Annoyance towards the message-based triggers
will be lower when using diverse strategies.
• H2: Boredom with the message-based triggers will be
reduced when using diverse strategies.
• H3: Informativeness of the message-based triggers
will be rated higher using diverse strategies.
• H4: Helpfulness of the message-based triggers will be
rated higher using diverse strategies.
Participants

A total of 150 Amazon Mechanical Turk workers
participated in our study (45% male) with a median age of
25-34, where 44% claimed they exercise regularly. Due to
pure random assignment to experimental conditions, we had
unequal number of participants per condition (non-diverse,
n=44; self-diverse, n=52; target-diverse, n=54). We
removed 28 participants from the analysis for failing an
attention check (10 from non-diverse, 10 from self-diverse
and 8 from target-diverse), which left 122 participants (nondiverse, n=34; self-diverse, n=42; target-diverse, n=46).
The groups were not different in terms of age, gender,
education, level of physical activity or ethnicity. Each
participant was awarded $2.20 for participation.
Measures

We measured annoyance (H1.1), boredom (H1.2),
informativeness (H1.3), and helpfulness (H1.4) by asking
the participants to estimate the experienced level of each
towards the message contents on a 5-point likert scale. We
measured behavior intention and attitude using TPB [2].
The reliability of both TPB measures were high, attitude:
a=0.88, intention: a=0.77. We also measured reactance
following procedure in [15].
One-way ANOVA was used to compare the effects of
message strategies (conditions) on dependent measures.
Post hoc comparisons were conducted to compare the
conditions (Tukey HSD test).

Non-diverse
(baseline)

Selfdiverse

Targetdiverse

Annoyance

3.85***

3.07***

3.33***

Boredom

3.79***

3.17***

3.24***

Informativeness

2.53***

3.57***

3.26***

Helpfulness

2.44***

3.57***

3.07***

Reactance

1.98***

2.05***

1.89***

Attitude (TPB)

5.26***

5.22***

5.03***

Intention (TPB)

5.15***

5.26***

4.88***

Sig. compared to non-diverse: *** p<0.001, ** p≤0.01, * p≤0.05

Table 3. Summary of the results analyzing the differences
between different conditions.

Both boredom and annoyance were highest in the nondiverse condition (Table 3), but only the difference between
non-diverse
and
self-diverse
conditions
reached
significance (p=.04 for both measures). There was almost a
one-point difference between the two, where the 4 on the
likert scale means “Agree” and a 3 on the likert scale means
“Neutral.” While prior work treated annoyance and
boredom as separate constructs, it is important to note that
they were highly correlated in our study (r=.72, p<.001). H1
and H2 partially supported.
For informativeness, the self-diverse (M=3.57, SD=0.97)
and target-diverse (M=3.26, SD=1.10) conditions both were
rated significantly higher than the baseline, non-diverse
condition (M=2.53, SD=1.19; p<.001 and p<.01
respectively). The difference between diverse conditions
was not significant. H3 is supported.
For helpfulness, the self-diverse messages (M=3.57,
SD=0.97) scored the highest, followed by the target-diverse
ones (M=3.07, SD=1.16), and they were both significantly
higher than the baseline, non-diverse message (M=2.44,
SD=1.21; p<.001 and p<.0.5 respectively). H4 supported.
These results indicate that our message diversification
strategies can mitigate the negative effects of repeated
exposure. We also found that the self-diverse strategy
performed better compared to the target-diverse strategy. It
could be that the self-diverse strategy addresses more
personally relevant issues and such personal relevance may
render it less annoying and boring. Additionally, the
particular concepts used in the self-diverse strategy e.g.
“self-esteem” may invoke a set of rich experiences in any
person, making them seem more contents rich [10].
We should also note that there were no significant
differences in attitude and intention across conditions.
While we do not want to elaborate on a null result, this
might at least suggest the potential for these messages to
preserve the persuasive nature of the messages even though
they are not the same as the baseline message [48]. In the

case of target-diverse strategy, this is particularly
interesting to note, as the majority of the messages actually
do not try to persuade the participant towards the specific
targeted behavior – exercising (but to related behaviors).
STUDY 2 – CONTROLLED FIELD DEPLOYMENT

There are two main limitations of the first study that we
sought to address with a second study. First is the lack of
realism. It involved only four messages and participants
were not sent these message triggers in context. The second
major limitation is that we collected only perceived
measures. Do these message triggers actually affect
participation? Therefore, we complemented the first study
with 2-week-long study in an exercise context. We used a
between subject design, comparing the stronger of our two
strategies, the self-diverse, to the baseline, non-diverse.
Participants were invited to participate in a daily-challenges
application that we built for the study. The application
presents 4 daily exercises that the participants were asked to
complete: 2-4 push-ups, 12-15 crunches, 12-15 lunges, and
12-15 jumping-jacks (these numbers were chosen using
feedback from pilot studies). Participants were notified via
a message trigger to perform these activities four times a
day (the order of activities were randomized daily).
Participants were asked to perform the activities at 9:30 am,
11:30 am, 1:30 pm and 3:30 pm. They also received a daily
summary message at 6:00 pm, which linked them to a
webpage showing their completions (Figure 3). Participants
could mark their completion of the activities either directly
through the communication channel (e.g., texting “done”
back), or if they forgot, they could manually enter in their
completion on our website.
Message Trigger Generation

In the field deployment each message was composed of
motivational and exercise parts. The exercise part specified
the randomly assigned exercise the participant was asked to
perform, which was exactly the same in both conditions. As
for the motivational part, in our manipulation condition this
part was diversified following the self-diverse strategy as
described below. In the baseline condition this part was the
same every time: “Exercising is good for your health.”
To generate the self-diverse messages, we employed the
message generation process used in study 1, with some
modification (Table 4). Again, in the concept generation
step, we needed concepts related to the self. However, since
the concepts used in study 1 require a prior knowledge of
motivation for performing the targeted behavior (i.e., prior
research), that approach may not be available for all
potential contexts. Instead, we sought for a more
generalizable approach.
We explored the use of values as our concepts during
concept generation. Values are also motivational constructs
that have been shown to guide our behaviors in many facets
of our lives [50]. In the same ways that certain motivations
(e.g., physical appearance) may be close to the self, certain

values (e.g., achievement) are also close to self. Schwartz’
value theory, which has been widely studied and tested,
suggests 10 universal values that all people relate to, to
varying degree.
Generation step

Self-diverse

1. Concept
generation

Universal values framework
(10 concepts)

2. Concept
selection

skipped
(all 10 concepts used)

3. Message
generation
******
Creation
*******

Evaluation

4. Message
selection

Crowd sourced generation
workflow
Prompts with pair of concepts
(“exercising” and a value)
“on topic” and “motivational”
(3 raters per message)
Individual values scoring
(survey based)

Table 4. Message generation process used in the filed
deployment.

Because these ten values present a manageable number of
concepts for message generation, we did not require a
“concept selection” step to narrow down the concepts.
Another difference between the two studies’ processes is
the “Message generation” step. In the field context, having
only four messages (as was done in study 1) may not be
sufficient in reducing tedium. We needed many more
messages and therefore we explored the use of crowds to
generate them. We devised a crowd-sourced workflow with
quality assessment in the message generation step.
First, we prompt the crowd-workers on Amazon
Mechanical Turk to write short 140 characters-long
messages that would encourage an individual to perform a
short exercise by connecting two given concepts (exercising
and one of the ten values, “Creation” sub-step in Table 4).
We then followed-up with quality assessment (“Evaluation”
sub-step in Table 4). This step involved rating the messages
in terms of being on topic (i.e. mentioning both concepts
from the prompt) using a binary scale, and rating their
motivational impact using a 7-point likert-scale. Each
message has been rated by 3 independent workers and only
the messages that were considered on topic by the majority
of the raters and scored at least 5 (corresponding to
“somewhat agree”) on the motivational impact have been
selected for further use (see example messages in Table 5).
Based on the described criteria, we selected 45 messages
from the initially generated 200 (20 per value). We should
note that some values seem to be harder to generate
messages for: the number of messages meeting the selection
criteria per value was different, with as many as 10
messages being selected for achievement and as few as 1
for universalism.

Figure 3. Screenshot of the exercise completion webpage used in the study and an example SMS message delivered on a mobile
phone. These two and email were the two main communication channels used in our study.

Because people hold different values, to use the self-diverse
strategy where the concepts are supposed to be close to self,
we surveyed participants prior to the study assessing their
value orientations, using the Portrait Values Questionnaire
[49]. In the “Message selection” step for each participant,
we then picked the three values that they most strongly
identify with and randomly selected messages from that
subset of value-based messages. Due to the fact that
different number of messages met the quality criteria for
each of the values, the number of unique messages for each
participant also varied from as few as 7 to as many as 32
with an average per participant equal to 18.4 (σ=7.46). We
control for this difference in the number of messages in our
analyses, but also discuss their implications in the crowd
message generation process in discussion.
Hypotheses

In addition to the 4 hypotheses from study one we also
tested the messages’ effect on participation. Through
mitigating the negative effects of repeated exposure and
encouraging people to pay more attention to the message
contents, the diverse messages may result in higher exercise
completion.
• H5: Diversification will increase exercise completion.

regularly, they already have an established routine and may
not need such triggers. As a result of these steps a total of
28 participants were recruited for our study (18% male)
with a median age of 31 (range: 20-45), where 32% claimed
Value
Achievement

Message text
“To have a healthy and intelligent
mind, one must have a healthy body.”

Benevolence

"Physical activity promotes general
happiness and self love."

Conformity

"You can take care of ageing parents
better by being healthy yourself."

Hedonism

"Exercising will make you feel and
look better!"

Power

"People respect someone who makes a
commitment to exercise!"

Security

"Exercising is extremely helpful for
your body and mind."

Self-direction

"I exercise so that I have the freedom
to do whatever I want to."

Stimulation

"Smell the air, touch the world,
experience life. Exercise!"

Tradition

"Even modest effort can have
measurable results."

Universalism

"Moving the body is activation of the
brain & being one with nature."

Participants

We recruited participants online and through fliers
distributed at a university campus. We also prescreened the
participants based on the reported activity level to exclude
people that have no interest in exercising and also the ones
that have already been exercising regularly for at least 6
months. The reason for this is that people who have no
motivation to exercise may need a motivation campaign
rather than triggers [30]. As for the people that do exercise

Table 5. Example messages used in the field deployment.

they exercise regularly, but have only started doing so
within the last 6 months. Each participant was awarded $35
for participation and an additional $20 if she agreed to
participate in a follow up interview. We removed 1
participant from the analysis, who, due to health related
problems, was unable to accomplish any exercise. This left
27 participants (non-diverse, n=14; self-diverse, n=13).
A stratified randomization was used to assign participants
into two groups (self-diverse and non-diverse). We used the
level of physical activity, evaluated by RM 1-FM: Physical
Activity Stages of Change Questionnaire [37], as the
stratification factor. This ensured that the people with
different levels of reported physical activity are equally
represented across the two conditions.
Measures

Most of the measures used in study 2 were the same as the
ones used for study 1. This includes the questions on
annoyance, boredom, informativeness, helpfulness, attitude
(a=0.89) and intention (a=0.74). Additionally, we collected
the self-reported exercise completion rating. Finally, at the
end of the study, we asked all our participants to fill in an
online survey and conducted one-hour semi-structured
interviews with 14 of our participants that expressed
interest in an interview.
In our analysis of pre-survey data, we found that despite
stratified randomization, there was a weakly significant
difference in pre-study behavior intention between the
control and manipulation conditions (M1= 5.83, M2=6.42,
p=0.06). This may be a potential confound as it could be
that it was participants’ pre-study intention, and not our
messages, that resulted in differences in exercise. Thus, we
included the intention measure as a predictor in all our
analyses. We found that its effect was not significant.
One-way ANOVA was used to compare the effect of
message strategies (conditions) on self-reported dependent
measures. To compare exercise completion between
conditions, we constructed a number of different mixedeffects logistic regression models, using pre-test TPB
intention, age, gender and exercise day as fixed effects and
participant id as the random effect in all the models. For
specific models we also included the condition, number of
unique messages, message repetition count, and value
orientation scores as fixed effects (Table 7).
We conducted analysis of the qualitative feedback from
survey and interviews by assigning each sentence or
paragraph an initial code following an open coding
approach [44]. We then performed affinity diagraming in
order to group the similar codes into themes. In this process
we also revised the initial codes in order to merge the same
codes and subdivide the codes that had more nuanced
differences. We repeated this process a few times until we
arrived at a stable set of minimal and unambiguous codes
and themes following qualitative analysis steps outlined in
[9].

Quantitative results

Figure 4 - Average self-reported exercise completion per
study day per condition. For almost every day participants
in the self-diverse condition completed more exercises. Big
drops around day 5 and 12 represent weekends when
participants reported traveling or meeting friends.

The main hypothesis for the field deployment was that selfdiverse messages could increase exercise completion. We
found that this hypothesis was supported. First, through
visual inspection of the data, it appears that those in the
self-diverse conditions completed more exercises in 12 out
of the 14 days and the other 2 days the differences were
negligible (Figure 4).
We explored two ways to analyze our data. First, we
constructed a mixed-effects logistic regression model for
predicting the completion of each prompted exercise
(Model 1 in Table 7). We found that those in the selfdiverse condition are 3.7 times more likely to exercise, but
this result was only weakly significant (p=0.09). We also
created another model, analyzing exercise completion per
day. We binned the number of daily exercises completed
into two levels using median split (0-2 completed as fewer
and 3-4 completed as more) and used a similar mixedeffects logistic regression to predict likelihood to complete
more exercises (Model 2 in Table 7). This model also
shows that participants in the self-diverse condition
Non-diverse
(baseline)

Selfdiverse

Exercise completion

2.45***

2.90†**

Annoyance

2.79***

3.08***

Boredom

3.21***

3.08***

Informativeness

2.93***

2.62***

Helpfulness

3.93***

2.69***

Reactance

2.43***

2.21***

Perceived as
different

2.00***

3.00***

Significance: *** p<0.001, ** p≤0.01, * p≤0.05, † p≤0.1

Table 6. Summary of the results analyzing the differences
between the conditions based on the post-study measures.

Exercise completion
Model 1
(per exercise)

Model 2
(per day, 2 tiers)

Model 3
(per exercise,
self-diverse only)

Exp(B)

Exp(B)

Exp(B)

Condition

3.68†*****

6.46******

Intention (TPB) - pre-test

0.63******

0.57******

1.76******

Age

1.10******

1.13******

1.17******

Gender

0.84******

0.84******

0.88******

Exercise day

0.91******

0.89******

1.06******

Repetition count

0.52******

Significance: *** p<0.001, ** p≤0.01, * p≤0.05, † p≤0.1

Table 7. Mixed-effects regression models for predicting exercise completion.

exercised more (about 6.5 times more likely to complete 34 exercises, daily; p=0.04).

the triggers were pushing them a little, they still considered
it to be a positive push.

The fact that we had message repetitions in our self-diverse
condition (we did not have the 4*14 messages needed for
the full duration of the study), allowed us to more
specifically test whether message repetition affects exercise
completion. Using the self-diverse only dataset, we coded
up how many times a specific message has been sent to an
individual participant and used that as a predictor variable
in our model (Model 3, repetition count in Table 7). We
found that, controlling for the time progression of the study
(exercise day), the number of repetitions was indeed a
significant factor affecting exercise completion (p<0.001)
with participants being 0.5 times less likely to complete the
exercise with each message repetition. Interestingly, in this
model, the effect of exercise day was not significant,
suggesting that the decline in the self-diverse condition is
mostly due to the message repetition than potential novelty
effects associated with study participation.

“I liked that it was annoying me to do exercise. Kept
nagging at me to do the few workouts needed (…)“ – P5
(non-diverse)

We next turned to our post-study self-report measures
(Table 6). We found that our initial hypotheses (H1-H4)
were not supported. In fact, for helpfulness, we found the
opposite effect as hypothesized, where participants in the
non-diverse condition reported the messages as generally
helpful (3.93) whereas those in the self-diverse conditions
reported that the messages were in between neutral and not
helpful (2.69, p<0.001). To help explain these potential
conflicting results, and to explore whether and how these
triggers helped, we turned to our qualitative results.
Qualitative results

Across both conditions, all the participants appreciated that
the triggers reminded them to regularly perform exercises
during the day. With some even pointing out that they
would not have done any exercises during the day if they
were not reminded of them. Even if the participants felt that

Vast majority of participants explicitly mentioned that they
liked that the messages were short and to the point. Many
also commented they felt positive and encouraging. This
shows that regardless of trigger type, having triggers was
helpful in general.
Diversity helps

Diversification of messages in the experimental condition
was generally appreciated. In-depth analysis of user
feedback allowed us to identify three most common ways in
which diversification was considered helpful: attracting
attention, providing information and personal relevance.
Attracting attention: All the participants noticed that the
contents of the messages were changing. These constant
changes built an expectation of novelty each time a
message arrived, which in turn increased attention,
sustained engagement and interest in reading the messages:
“I would definitely skip over them if they were all the same
message.” – P26 (self-diverse)
Furthermore, the diversity of the messages led to increased
curiosity and introduced a certain element of “fun”.
“With all different messages it's fun to read what they
say. (…) That's a fun element to it I guess. I remember a
few of them” – P22 (self-diverse)
Providing information: About half of our participants in
the self-diverse condition liked the fact that the messages
delivered small informational pieces about the different
benefits of exercising.

“I liked that they talked about all the different benefits
of exercises. One of them was learn about yourself,
which I thought was cool. Something about
endorphins.” – P2 (self-diverse)
Also some of the information in the messages was not
necessarily obvious to the participants and was therefore
somewhat revealing. On top of that, the participants
perceived such informational pieces as inspirational.
“I like that it seemed informative. Some of the things
weren't really as obvious. It's kind of inspirational (…)
Yeah, so like, there were some that were kind of more
factual.” – P15 (self-diverse)
Personal relevance: Most of the participants also resonated
with specific messages or specific keywords in them. These
participants specifically remembered selected messages that
had some sort of personal value to them either by relating to
their past or current experiences.
“I remember one, ‘Being healthy yourself helps your
aging parents better, as they get older.’ (…) I think that
one was the one that I picked up most, because my
parents are getting old.” – P24 (self-diverse)
In that sense the message diversity was very valuable for
helping the participants cognitively elaborate on the
personal value of exercising. It is worth noting that we have
also proposed the ease of making the diverse messages
personally relevant as an explanation of the higher
informativeness and helpfulness ratings in our lab study.
Additionally, what also seems to have contributed to the
sense of personal relevance was the fact that the messages
felt as if a person wrote them.
“I did think that they were written by a person.
Certainly, there's a sense of someone writing them for
you at some point” – P3 (self-diverse)
Non-diverse worked as reminders; Self-diverse worked as
reminders and motivators

“It was actually really helpful to have little reminders!
They were short enough that I didn't need a lot of
motivation to do them.”– P9 (non-diverse)
“The message is very straightforward. It’s short.
‘Exercising is good for you and then do something
now’.”– P25 (non-diverse)
“I think it was good, because it was quick. It was easy,
very quick and easy to read, so you knew exactly what
you had to do real quick’.”– P13 (non-diverse)
On the other hand, those in the diverse condition employed
a more critical evaluation of the contents. The changes from
message to message solicited more attention from the
participants. They scrutinized the messages more than those
in the non-diverse condition to see whether the particular
contents they received this time is actually appropriate and
helpful to them given their context. They expected the
messages to be somewhat intelligent and meaningful
motivators rather than just simple automated reminders.
“It would be like ‘Oh, nature is the same as exercise.’
It’s like what does that mean? (…) I love the self-help
stuff. I love motivation, but it needs to actually make
sense to me or seem like somewhat logical I guess”P22 (self-diverse)
This effect, coupled with the fact that people tend to
remember the negative more than the positive [4], resulted
in the self-diverse participants recalling and focusing on
incidents in which the messages were less helpful. They
evaluated the messages not just as a reminder for which
exercise they need to complete, but also for their
motivational component.
Challenges in designing diversity

Despite many benefits, we also identified a number of
challenges that designers need to consider to improve on
the use of diverse messages. These are: quality of
diversification, perpetual novelty and contextual relevance.

Further analysis of participants’ comments revealed that the
triggers were perceived and evaluated differently between
conditions. In the non-diverse condition, the participants
almost immediately noticed that the motivational part of the
message is fixed and would subsequently focus on just the
part that changes – the exercise to complete.

Opportunities to increase diversity: Despite the
diversification, a number of participants still felt that the
messages were not that different. These participants
commented that they indeed noticed that the messages were
technically different, but felt that they were also very
similar in terms of tone and framing.

“My first reaction was ‘Yes, exercise is good for me’.
Then because they never changed my brain just looped
past entirely. (…) I stopped really paying attention to it
so much and was going straight to what is the
exercise.”– P4 (non-diverse)

“(…) They seemed pretty similar in terms of being
encouraging of exercise and talking about the different
benefits. It seemed like they were the same in tone but
certainly, each one was different.” – P7 (self-diverse)

Consequently, they perceived the messages as simple
reminders about exercising, which they considered helpful.

Many participants also commented about the practical value
of information in the messages. Although the messages
were generally perceived as presenting diverse information
about the benefits of exercising, which was appreciated, a
number of participants felt that the provided information

was not necessarily very revealing for them. They generally
felt that they already knew most of the information.
“I think very few of the things were really novel to me,
once they're saying, "Exercise to look and feel better,"
you kind of know that.” – P16 (self-diverse)
Repetition is a problem: Making sure that the messages
stay novel is important. For this 2-week study we did not
have enough different messages to ensure that the
participants will not receive the same message twice.
Unfortunately, almost all the participants noticed this fact
and it lead to disappointment in each single case. The fact
the messages were repeating, led the participants to lose
interest in reading them. Majority reported that they started
skipping the motivational part at and focused on the
exercise they have to complete once they noticed that the
messages are not novel.
“At first, you know ... I think I would have liked it a lot
more if you guys had a whole new set of different
messages. Make the reading more enjoyable (…) Later
when the messages were ... Seems to be repeating I
stopped reading them.” – P11 (self-diverse)
It is worth noticing that this qualitative feedback is
consistent with our qualitative analysis showing that the
message repetition had a significant negative impact on
exercise completion.
Contextual relevance is expected: All the participants also
expected the diverse messages to fit the context of their
activity, location and schedule. When this did not happen,
participants immediately noticed such discrepancies.
“Sometimes the ... I feel like, at first the exercises and
the quotes kind of go together. But later I realized it
doesn't really have to do with anything. So, "Reach for
the sun." type of message could have gone with jumping
jacks or whatever.“ – P19 (self-diverse)
Discussion

In this research, we sought to evaluate and understand the
feasibility of our two proposed strategies for diversification
of messages. Through both studies, we found benefits in
using our approaches. In a controlled setting, our strategies
resulted in messages that were perceived to be more
informative and helpful and the self-diverse strategy also
reduces annoyance and boredom from repeated exposure.
Applied in the field, the self-diverse strategy also led to an
increase in behavior change compliance. These
diversification strategies may be extended to help a number
of social systems that use triggers to attract participation or
contribution, and it can be more broadly applied to
applications that encourage and facilitate self-improvement
and behavior change.

Message Triggers Design

Through this research, we proposed two strategies and a
general process to generate diverse trigger messages. These
strategies provide different benefits making them useful
under different circumstances. The self-diverse strategy
seemed more effective in mitigating negative effect of
repeated exposure. But the target-diverse strategy may also
be useful in settings when the target concepts should not be
addressed directly, e.g., antismoking campaigns talking
about smoking may actually induce more smoking from
smokers [26].
In relation to the messages contents itself, the qualitative
feedback from our field deployment helped us identify that
despite the measurable effectiveness of our diversification
strategy, there are opportunities for improvement. One such
direction relates to the possible use of different framings or
tones for the messages. Currently all the messages are
generally positively motivational. We could imagine, the
prompts in our crowd sourced process for generating
messages that are more focused on challenging the
recipient, pointing out negative consequences of inaction or
that employ social comparison for the purpose of triggering
competitiveness or cooperation. This would increase the
syntactic diversity of the messages within the framing of
the prompted concepts.
Another aspects of the diversification that could further be
improved relates to the repetition of the messages. Both
quantitative and qualitative data indicated that when the
messages started repeating at some point it had a
measurable negative impact on exercise completion and
participants’ overall experience. Unfortunately, it may be
impossible (and too costly) to generate an infinite number
of diverse messages. There are, however, a number of
options that we could explore. One, we could increase the
perceived novelty of the messages following some of the
techniques discussed in the previous paragraph. Another
possibility is that given a sufficiently large set of messages,
people might start forgetting past messages. There might be
an optimal threshold for total message count dependent on
use frequency. This will require additional work, but
effectiveness of varying exposure has already been
indicated in [29].
Finally, the current diversification and message delivery did
not take into account the context in which the message is
delivered. Many participants pointed out that they expected
the messages to “match” the activity they are expected to
perform or change in respect to the time of day or social
setting they are in. Lack of such matching negatively
affected the perception of personal relevance and
introduced a sense of artificiality. We could address this
mismatch, by prompting message generation for specific
contexts in advance and then try to match these messages to
the appropriate context; this would unfortunately increase
generation costs. Another approach would be to

Generation step

Goals

Specific approaches explored
Self-diverse

Target-diverse

Concept
generation

• Diverse, but still on topic

• Past literature
• Universal values

Concept
selection1

• Lowering cost (narrowing down
the cognitive space)

• Distances in the cognitive space (crowd sourced)

Message
generation

• Balancing cost and quality

• Fixed message template
• Manual writing (crowd based)

Creation2

• Creativity, formulation diversity
and natural feel

• Crowd prompts with concepts

Evaluation2

• Ensuring quality

• Evaluation criteria: “on topic” and “motivational”

• Personalization
• Context matching

• Individual values scoring

*********

Message
selection3

• Semantic-relatedness
(WikiBrain)

1 – this step is optional and mostly applicable if the number of concepts is too large to generate messages in a cost-effective manner.
2 – these steps are specific to the crowd-sourced message generation approach and may not be applicable to other methods.
3 – this step is optional and relates to selecting personalized messages or matching messages to the delivery context.

Figure 5. Summary of the proposed diverse message generation process based on the approaches explored in both studies.

automatically modify the already existing messages to
make them more appropriate for the specific context [53].
Diverse Message Generation Process

One of our main research questions (RQ2) focused on
exploring processes and workflows for generating diverse
message triggers. Based on our experiences through study 1
and 2, we propose a four-stage process of systematic
message trigger generation (Figure 5): 1) Concept
generation, 2) Concept selection 3) Messages generation
and 4) Message selection. We summarize the value and
importance of each stage and discuss the benefits and
limitations of using different approached for realizing each
stage in the following paragraphs.
Concept generation

The first step of the process with a goal to generate a
diverse set of concepts related to the target concept. We
proposed two generation strategies: target- and self-diverse.
We demonstrated the use of semantic relatedness measure
for generating concepts in the target-diverse strategy. For
this purpose we used semantic-relatedness measure
available in WikiBrain as it uses the knowledge on
Wikipedia to help assess concepts that are related to the
target concept (in our studies, exercising). Other approaches
that assess relatedness can be used to accomplish the same
goals, specifically recent developments in NLP [23] and
deep learning [32], such as word embeddings [34] could be
used for that purpose.
For the self-diverse strategy, we used past-literature (study
1) and values framework (study 2) for generating personally
relevant concepts. For contexts where the motivations are
broad or there is no clear set of motivations to target, the

values framework offers an alternative strategy. The values
framework offers a manageable set of universal values that
people across cultures care about, just at varying degrees
[49]. Generating messages triggers using these values can
then result in a number of personally relevant messages.
Concept selection

The goal of this step is, if needed, to narrow down the size
of the concept space. This is optional and mostly important
for reducing the costs involved in executing the next stages.
To select the set of concepts one can focus on those most
closely related to the target concept or self. This was done
in study 1, where we selected the 3 most relevant concepts
out of 8 initial ones based on the crowd-generated cognitive
space. One thing to note, however, is that generating
cognitive space required laborious comparisons of pairs of
concepts to construct the cognitive space. In the near future,
this process may be done algorithmically by selecting the
set of concepts most closely related to either the target
concept, or oneself, through some sort of semantic
relatedness measures. We should point out that WikiBrain
already offers a semantic relatedness rating [52].
Message generation

This step is where the generation of the messages using the
concepts takes place. One appropriate approach is to use
fixed sentence templates as we did in study 1, where related
concepts replaced each other in different versions of the
messages. This, however, can produce messages that are
artificial. It also has limitation is terms of scaling to larger
audiences in which case, the fixed template contributes to
the feel of artificiality. Existing fully automated methods of
natural text synthesis are still in their infancy [7].

In study 2 we explored a crowd based generation approach.
This approach results in messages that seem much more
natural. The messages are also likely to be more creative
and semantically diverse, as crowd-workers have the
freedom to weave in other concepts, aside from the ones
prompted, into the message. Such tendency has already
been observed in previous work, where crowd-workers
introduced topics from personal experience [13]. Further,
the crowdsourced approach is much more feasible when a
for large number of messages, i.e. long-term exposure.
Message selection

This step focuses on selection of messages, from the
generated message corpus, that are the most relevant for a
particular participant or particular context of delivery. The
goal of this step is to further increase the “natural feel” and
personal relevance of the messages. In our work, we
focused on personalization based on individuals’ values.
We asked participants to fill out a short survey to assess
their value orientations. Then we sent them a set of the
messages that are more personally relevant. To reduce cost,
future versions may be able to utilize recent NLP
advancements in social media based personality profiling
[11,25] as a replacement for such survey.
In addition to personalization, context matching can also be
important as we have learned in our field deployment. We
discovered that the pre-generated messages might not
necessarily go well with some activities or specific social or
time-based context. Such mismatch has been picked up by
our participants and affected the perceived quality of the
messages. We envision the use of automated context
recognition in combination with message-context relevant
evaluation to address this issue. It might also be valuable to
include context information already in the “message
generation” step so that the number of messages can be
generated for the set of expected contexts. Another
approach would be to use automated natural language
generation techniques, to slightly alter the messages on the
fly to make them fit the context better.
CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK

In this work we show that the diverse message-based
triggers generated using cognitive structures can effectively
mitigate negative effects of repeated exposure and lead to
measurable behavior change in the real-life conditions. We
demonstrate two practical strategies for informing
diversification: self-divers and target-diverse. Each with its
distinct properties and scenarios of use. We offer practical
support for informing the design of behavior change tools
in a systematic and predictable manner. We also provide a
set of practical suggestions for aspects to consider when
designing mobile behavior change triggers based on
qualitative feedback from our field study. Finally, our work
proposes a trigger generation workflow that systematizes
the creation of a diverse trigger contents. In the future we
would like to improve our diversification approach
following the feedback obtained in the field deployment.

We would also like to further explore and systematize the
workflow for message generation, specifically in respect to
the use of crowds.
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